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campaign finance violations, the repercussions of which can still be felt through the midterm elections — and beyond. US District Court Judge William Pauley in Manhattan convicted the former Trump lawyer of misleading Congress and of campaign finance violations during a public hearing on Wednesday — a move
that could have implications for President Donald Trump. The Manhattan federal court announced in a March ruling that a probation office will prepare a report for judge Pauley on Friday that will include "the harm caused to the American people" by Cohen's actions, as well as Cohen's "personal history and
characteristics." The judge is expected to announce his sentencing decision before then. Cohen's sentencing — which falls short of the maximum penalty of 25 years on the campaign finance charges — comes as a number of conservative leaders in and out of government come under scrutiny for their roles in the 2017
Robert Mueller investigation into Russian interference. The SDNY case centered on the SDNY's contention that Cohen "knowingly and willfully" made inaccurate or misleading statements to the House and Senate Intelligence and Oversight committees during their two joint February 2018 congressional committee
hearings on Russian interference. "The investigation revealed that Cohen lied, on more than one occasion, about two separate payments," SDNY court filings say. Michael Cohen arrives at federal court in Manhattan on April 16, 2019. Associated Press/Frank Franklin II While Cohen pleaded guilty on both counts, he has
yet to be sentenced on any other charges in Mueller's investigation. House oversight and Judiciary committees Democrats on the House and Senate intelligence committees released investigative documents from Cohen's SDNY trial on Wednesday detailing how Cohen secretly paid off women with the hope of covering
up a Trump sexual affairs scandal. Republican Sen. Lindsey Graham, one of the panel's Republican members, was the only member to read the documents in full as they were published on Twitter. The SDNY charges that Cohen created two shell companies, a Delaware LLC and a Nevada LLC, to make the payments
from his own personal bank accounts — Cohen then told the Senate Intelligence Committee
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